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Abstract: Social network analysis is one of the key areas of research during modern times. The social network is 

growing with more users and the ties between them day by day. It has two components: dividing the mobile social 

network into several communities by taking into account information diffusion and selecting communities to find 

influential nodes by a dynamic programming. A dynamic propagation model considering every the worldwide 

quality and individual attraction of the rumor is given supported realistic state of affairs to boot, altogether 

completely different from existing problems with influence reduction. In particular, every hub is allocated a 

resilience time limit. In the event that the piece time of every client surpasses that edge, the utility of the system will 

diminish. Our proposed method is able to find new communities based on the previous structure of the network 

without recomposing them from scratch. We present a survey of representative methods dealing with these issues 

and propose a taxonomy that summarizes the state-of-the-art. The objective is to provide a comprehensive analysis 

and guide of existing efforts around information diffusion in social networks. The proposed algorithm uses parallel 

processing engine to resolve this delay problem in the current scenario. The algorithm in parallel finds out the 

superior seed set in the network and expands it in parallel to find out the community. Experimental results on the 

synthetic and real-world social networks demonstrate that our method is both effective and efficient in discovering 

communities in dynamic social networks. 

Index Terms: Social Network, Greedy algorithm, Information Diffusion,  Rumor Influence, Location based 

community greedy algorithm. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

The speedy development and rising quality of large - 

scale social networks like Twitter, Facebook etc., 

many in numerable individual’s area unit ready to 

become friends and share every kind of knowledge 

with one another [1]. a rumor concerning associate 

degree approaching earthquake, which can cause 

chaos among the group and thus could hinder the 

conventional public order. during this case, it's 

necessary to discover the rumor Source and delete 

connected messages, which can be enough to stop the 

rumor from any spreading [2]. The aforementioned 

challenges have driven a proliferation of researches 

in the past decade on developing techniques for 

influence maximization few people could post on 

social networks talk concerning partner degree 

moving toward quake, which can cause mayhem 

among the gathering and in this way could prevent 

the traditional open request [3]. A static clustering 

method is applied on all snapshots and then, obtained 

communities will be compared with one another to 

track evolution of community structure over time [4]. 

Since computing communities is usually independent 

of the past history, detected community structure of 

every certain snapshot is dramatically different from 

the ones related to the other snapshots, especially in 

noisy datasets [5]. We point out strengths and 

weaknesses of existing approaches and structure 

them in taxonomy [6]. This study is designed to serve 

as guidelines for scientists and practitioners who 

intend to design new methods in this area. This also 

will be helpful for developers who intend to apply 

existing techniques on specific problems since we 

present a library of existing approaches in this area 

[7]. The proposed work is of the latter category 

where the most important nodes in the community 

will be identified using a parallel superior seed set 

selection algorithm [8]. The identified superior seeds 

will be expanded by their neighborhood till it reaches 

the next seed [9]. 
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Fig. 1. The survey’s overview 

 

2. RELATED WORK  

This section presents the prior works of the dynamic 

sensor networks. The author studied a tendency to 

advocate a recommendation support for active 

finding, wherever a user actively specifies a finding 

target to the most effective of our data [10]. We have 

a tendency to study the economical influence 

maximization from new complementary directions. 

One is to enhance the first greedy formula and its 

improvement to more scale back its period of time, 

and also the second is to propose new degree 

discount heuristics that improves influence unfold 

[11]. The social links between users besides viral 

marketing, IM is also the cornerstone in many other 

important applications such as network monitoring 

rumor control and social recommendation [12]. We 

address the matter of limiting the proliferation of 

bothersome things, similar to pc infections or noxious 

bits of rumor by obstruct a confined scope of 

connections [13]. Although they reached higher 

accuracy compared with the other local community 

detection methods, but due to high time complexity 

of their approach, it is not scalable in finding 

communities in large social networks. Seed-centric 

approach is not limited to the local community 

detection problem [14]. An OSN is formally 

represented by a graph, where nodes are users and 

edges are relationships that can be either directed or 

not depending on how the SNS manages relationships 

[15]. More precisely, it depends on whether it allows 

connecting in an unilateral manner. Messages are the 

main information vehicle in such services [16]. There 

is lot of seed selection algorithms available for 

different applications. Each application might have to 

adopt different seed selection algorithms which 

match the application requirement. For example if the 

application is a marketing application, the out-degree 

centrality or the page rank centrality may be used for 

the seed selection process [17]. 

 

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The traditional Influence Maximization problem aims 

at finding influential nodes for only one static social 

network real-world social networks are seldom static. 

Both the structure and also the influence strength 

associated with the edges change constantly [18]. 

Acceptance likelihood Maximization (APM), and 

develop a polynomial time rule known as Selective 

invite with Tree and In-Node Aggregation (SITINA), 

to seek out the best resolution. We have a tendency to 

implement a full of life finding service with SITINA 

on Face book to validate our plan [19]. The influence 

of any seed set is defined based on the information 

diffusion process among the users the information 

diffusion is viral marketing, where a company may 

wish to spread the adoption of a new product from 

some initial adopters through the social links between 

users [20]. 

 
Fig.2. System Architecture 

 

4. PROPOSE SYSTEM  

We propose a rumor propagation model taking under 

consideration the subsequent 3 elements: initial, the 

worldwide quality of the rumor over the whole social 

network, i.e., the final topic dynamics. Second, the 

attraction dynamics of the rumor to a possible 

spreader, Third, the acceptance chance of the rumor 

recipient [21]. Different models apply different 

mechanisms to capture how a user switches its status 

from inactive to active, which is influenced by its 

neighbors. This section only focuses on four 

representative models that are commonly used in the 
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IM problem, namely Independent Cascade (IC) 

model, Linear Threshold (LT) model, Triggering 

(TR) model, and Time Aware model. We also briefly 

discuss typical non-progressive diffusion models 

[22]. Influential Node Tracking on Dynamic Social 

Network: An Interchange Greedy Approach: In this 

paper we have a tendency to investigate a one of a 

kind drawback, especially pertinent Node pursue 

drawback, as AN augmentation of Influence 

Maximization drawback to dynamic systems [23]. 

 
5. METHOD DESCRIPTION  

 The main idea A good community structure in a 

dynamic social network is one in which the members 

should have a strong structured similarity with each 

other and they should keep this similarity over time. 

As a result, any method whose aim is to detect and 

track communities in dynamic social networks should 

consider two main characteristics: 

1) Detected communities should be modular at 

each time step. In other words, nodes tightly 

connected to one another, have to be 

grouped together in the same cluster [24]. 

Algorithm: K-means Algorithm  

Let X = {x1,x2,x3,……..,xn} be the set of post and V 

= {v1,v2,…….,vc} be the set of users.  

1) Arbitrarily select 'c' cluster focuses.  

2) Calculate the connection between each tweet and 

(client) cluster focuses.  

3) Assign the tweet to the cluster focus whose 

connection with cluster focus solid of all the cluster 

focuses.  

4) Recalculate the new cluster focus utilizing: where, 

„ci‟ represents the number of data points in ith 

cluster.  

 
5) Recalculate the connection amongst post and new 

acquired cluster focuses.  

6) If no post was reassigned then stop, generally 

rehash from stage 3) 

2) 2-Temporal smoothness of clusters over 

consecutive snapshots should be preserved; that is, in 

most of the cases, the communities of time t should 

not sharply differ from the ones of time t-1. 

Algorithm: Dynamic Blocking Algorithm  

Different from the greedy blocking algorithm, which 

is a type of static blocking algorithm, we propose a 

dynamic rumor blocking algorithm aiming to 

incrementally block the selected nodes instead of 

blocking them at once. In that case the blocking 

strategy is split into several rounds and each round 

can be regarded as a greedy algorithm. Thus, how to 

choose the number of rounds is also very important 

for the algorithm [25]. We will elaborate on the 

algorithm design and how we choose the specific 

parameters. 

Input: Initial Edge matrix A0  

Initialization: VB(t) = 0.  

for j = 1 to n do  

for i = 1 to kj do  

Δf = f (tj |s (tj-1); Ai-1) – f (tj |s (tj-1); Ai-1\ʋ),  

u = arg max {Δf},  

Ai: = Ai-1\u,  

VB(tj) = VB(tj) U {u}.  

end for  

end for  

Output: VB(t). 

 

6. PARALLEL SUPERIOR SEED SET 

SELECTION (P4S) ALGORITHM:  

Parallel superior seed set selection algorithm extracts 

the very important nodes in the input graph. The 

input data will be stored in the distributed file system 

for further processing. Centrality measures are used 

to coin out the important nodes in the network [26]. 

Each centrality measure will have its own importance 

and use cases to work on. Combining these centrality 

measures can identify good seeds across all the 

centrality measures. 
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Fig.4. Parallel community detections framework 

Algorithm Parallel Superior Seed Set Selection 

Algorithm (P4S)  

1: procedure P4S(g, τ ) ◃ Parallel Superior Seed set 

selection(P4S)  

2: READ graph G(V, E)  

3: COMPUTE  

4: degree centrality d  

5: eigen value centrality e  

6: local clustering coefficient l  

7: page rank centrality p ◃ Parallel  

8: SORT d, e, l, p  

9: for δ do ◃ Parallel  

10: Threshold τ ← vertex count/δ  

11: Fetch τ count of top nodes from list of d, e, l, p  

12: Intersect (d, e, l, p)  

13: return Superior Seeds Set S(g) 

The threshold value will be used to split the top ranks 

for all measures. Finally, set intersection of the top 

nodes from each centrality measure will be done to 

get the superior seed set depicts the process of 

finding the superior seed set. 

 

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The performance of the proposed method we 

conducted comprehensive experiments on both 

computer generated networks and real-world 

dynamic ones. Two networks generated by computer 

and also several real-world dynamic networks were 

investigated. Studying the persistence of the leaders 

and non-leader nodes on real-world social network 

proves that the community leaders of the proposed 

definition are much more stable in compare with 

follower nodes. Moreover the runtime results of these 

two datasets are ignored for Facet Net method since 

the corresponding process required more memory 

than the amount available in the test machine. It is 

obvious that the proposed method will be more 

scalable than the existing work, in confronting with 

big dynamic social network. 

 
Fig 5: Temporal smoothness of dynamic clustering 

methods on real-world social network 

 

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The social networks are a significant research 

problem we proposed a fast parameter-free method to 

find meaningful communities in highly dynamic 

social network. Community based Greedy algorithm 

is used for mining top-K influential nodes. It has two 

components: dividing the mobile social network into 

several communities by taking into account 

information diffusion and selecting communities to 

find influential nodes by a dynamic programming.  A 

dynamic rumor diffusion model incorporating both 

global rumor popularity and individual tendency is 

presented based on proposes a modified version of 

utility function to measure the relationship between 

the utility and blocking time. For future works, we 

plan to investigate the lifetime evolution of these 

promising members in various dynamic social 

networks. This information will be used to capture 

the main characteristics of such networks and enables 

us to predict the incoming structure of networks. 
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